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The first of our many engagements with student members took place with a session at
the Campus of Somaiya Institute of Management where Shri. Ashvin Parekh of APAS spoke to the
students. I was also a co-speaker – we were happy to see the interest in Consulting and could sense a
major involvement with students in the coming year. The EC is in the process of finalizing more
engagements.
You are aware that a new standard on Management Consulting ISO 20700 was in the works for
some time now and it has now been released with the help of ICMCI, now called CMC Global.
The ISO 20700 is a guidance document, written for management consultants and their
organizations. It is intended on helping you achieve better results from your various
projects and reduce risks inherent in the business.
Areas addressed include quality,
professionalism, ethical behavior and interoperability. It reflects the desire to improve
effectiveness
and
thus
accelerate
the
development
of
this
sector.
If you’re a consultant or part of a consultancy, you’ll want this new standard as it provides useful
insights to the world of consulting and global standards. Copies at an inaugural discount are
available
on
request
with
IMCI
for
one
more
week.

6. Setting up IT Systems
for a Technology Startup
– Some Experiences
The Constitution has enabled the entry of industry members and we must seek to expand our membership
& Learnings - Rajendran base to include friends from the industry. I believe this engagement with industry shall expand the
business opportunities for our members.
Avadaiappan
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I reiterate my request to the members to participate and reach out and enroll more members with
a brand new constitution.
The new different categories are:
Industry Affiliate: To encourage more and more persons from Business / industry /Academics/ Services
and who are yet to join consulting as a profession, a grade of Industry Affiliate is open. All persons who
are associated with the Industry whether Consulting or otherwise and wish to undertake consulting in
future or wish to continue learning the profession of consulting are eligible to join. However this category
will not confer any voting rights on the members till they start practicing consulting. The Executive
Council will decide on eligibility and rules on these from time to time and case to case basis.
Industry Member: Any incorporated or unincorporated entity or separately identified division within
such an entity who endorses to the objectives of the Institute may apply to be admitted as a member
under User Industry Member category. Organisations are divided between Small, Medium and Large,
based on the total turnover of the entity.
I hope we can get more user industries to join IMCI.
With best wishes,
Anuj Bhargava
President IMCI
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Dear Members,
Wishing you a very happy and successful New Year 2018!
Let us resolve that in the New Year we shall be “less egoistic and more collaborative” Such approach can do
wonders in promoting our prestigious Institution and we would be more effective as Management
Consultants. Ability to work with others is crucial for getting desired results.
In the present dynamic business environment, there are opportunities and challenges. Technological
advances have made tremendous impact on the ways we work and the ways the businesses operate. There is focus on
technology-based solutions such as digitisation, automation, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence (AI). Management
Consultants whose main role is to improve business performance can not ignore these important changes. However, Technology has
also made humans vulnerable. Sean Parker, president Facebook says “ ---- it possibly interferes with productivity in weird ways--God only knows what it is doing to our children’s brains.” Training, education and skill development need new approach and should
be revamped to incorporate these factors.
We have not included all the articles. Our objective is to focus more on the various events organised by various chapters. We need to
make the year 2018 more eventful and visible.
Prof. Rajat Baisya has written on the role of knowledge consultants for driving innovation capabilities of Indian Firms. He is of the
view that ‘If a company has to emerge global, its innovation capabilities have to be comparable to their counterparts in international
context.’ Prof. Baisya has quoted the Deloitte report 2016 on global manufacturing competitiveness. According to that report key
drivers of competitiveness will be talent, cost, productivity and network and availability of key input materials in that order.
We need knowledge consultants to ensure the existing knowledge that is residing within the business in individual’s mind are also
fully captured and new knowledge is created. Also helping them in terms of knowledge mapping, critical resource management and
knowledge based performance management.
Mr. Parag Nanavaty has contributed an interesting article on ‘Future of society with 3D printing technoogy’. Production challenges
can be solved faster and in a better way involving this technology.
Mr. Ramaswamy has written on role of self-management for achieving managerial excellence. He has mentioned that the access to
concepts and methods for human excellence implied and advocated in the works of ancient wisdom confers several benefits on
managers. Mr. Rajendran has contributed an interesting article and shared his experience and learning in setting up IT Systems. Mr.
Navin K. Choudhary has written a book ‘you are a born winner’. We have include the cover page of the book under members
making News.
Events organized by various Chapters have been included. We trust in the New Year 2018 IMCI will achieve its objectives of
promoting professionalism in management consulting.
Regards,
Ramesh S. Tyagi
tyagi.ramesh@gmail.com
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Driving Innovation Capabilities of Indian Companies Role of Knowledge Consultants

Rajat K. Baisya
If we have to count the numbers of Indian companies having global ambitions we will have many. Every Indian enterprise will have
in their stated vision and mission document an expressed statement of their global ambition even if they are not yet on firm local
footing. Having ambition is one thing and translating ambition to reality is yet another thing. Ambition is good but unrealistic
ambition can also be frustrating and draining critical resources as well as it can wrongly direct and channelize organisational
resources. Some of them may have potential but having potential is one thing and making that a reality is completely a different
thing. And at the same time, those who have potential will also only have the prospect of realising that ambition.
In today’s business environment one has to have global ambition for sustainability in the longer run. If corporations have to emerge
as a global enterprise, the primary condition that these organisations have to satisfy is that they should be recognised as a ‘natural
owner’ of the category first and that would mean that everyone (all stakeholders) will expect that if anything small or big in terms of
innovation and improvement happening in that category of the business then this corporation has to be seen as the first to report and
implement that. By copying others one cannot retain the stamp of a ‘natural owner’.
If a company has to emerge global, its innovation capabilities has to be comparable to their counterparts in international context, if
not better. Innovative companies not only have competitive edge in terms of cost, quality and sustainability but they also constantly
upgrade their customers to higher level of expectation and strive to deliver that. Example is Apple, who redefines the consumer
expectations and work towards delivering it.
Innovation led technology companies are now growing exponentially in terms of their market capitalisation for the reason that their
growth prospects are enormous given their reach and penetration. Some of these companies like Amazon, Facebook, Google,
Alibaba, are reporting phenomenal growth beating all predictions and logic. Indian companies in that context are no - where near in
the scene.
I work as an Advisor to a private equity firm and I often raise this issue regarding why they don’t fund growth for companies who
have delivered less than their natural potential and the answer I get is same every time that we are not the game changers but the risk
averse followers. We are of the type like –‘anything you can do I can do better’ and as we suffer from that syndrome we always
chase someone else’s idea to out-perform him but never really deliver that because the inventor of the original idea has, by then,
shifted gear and running in much higher speed with new ideas while we try to chase him and beat him in his original game. We are
good at writing codes and programs and provide cost effective services in IT that has helped India to become lead player in terms of
IT service providers. But we cannot build companies like Facebook, Google and Twitter.
Indian pharma companies also had great potential, they made lot of money exploiting Indian policy of not granting protection of
intellectual right on product patent. In case of product patent, it is an exclusive right given to the original inventor of a product. TRIP
follows the product patent regime. India’s 1970 Patent Act allowed only process patent before it was finally amended in 2005, only a
decade ago, to comply with WTO’s TRIPs provision under which there is only product patents. But that was a very long period of
protection for Indian pharma companies to make big money producing generic drugs which were invented in US and Europe. As a
low cost producer most of them minted money and then started their formulation and generic business. That opportunity has gone
now. Today these pharma companies have to compete on equal footing. Some of them are languishing and up for grab. But what they
have is only a physical asset of the manufacturing facilities for which no one gives much value now.
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Value now comes from data, market share and intellectual properties derived from innovations as well as current performance and
sustainability.
The growth of pharma companies can come only from radical innovation which is the result of sustained R&D effort and that requires
huge resources which many cannot afford. As life expectancy increases (now it is 69 and by 2030 it is expected to be 90) some of the
existing diseases will find answers and solutions, life threatening diseases will also greatly be under control for the discovery of new
drug molecules and treatment with advances in medical technology. These are the predictions for next decade or so during industry 4.0
and we even expect some major breakthrough from human genomic research. The future performance of pharmaceutical companies will
depend on their ability to innovate in these areas and that requires both talent and financial resources. In a competitive environment
newer drugs and new molecules reduce the life cycle of existing drugs. Corporations therefore, have to recover their investment on new
innovation and also make substantial profit within ever reducing life cycle of the innovation. And therefore, innovation in pharma
companies will always be short lived. Besides, new molecules also live with constant threat of yet another better molecule being
discovered and introduced by the competition.
Panacea Biotech Ltd sells the vaccine for polio. All that company does is to import the vaccine and repack and distribute. The
profitability of the business was highly dependent on one product. When Panacea Biotech was importing, their competitor Serum
Institute a well - known vaccine manufacturer in India were acquiring. Two global polio vaccine manufacturers namely Bilthoven
Biologicals, Netherlands was acquired in 2012 for 72 million Euro and then yet another acquisition of vaccine facility
Nano-therapeutics, a Czech company for 40 million Euro recently making Serum Institute the largest vaccine manufacturer in the
world. Under changed market dynamics can a company like Panacea Biotech survive? As country goes up in terms of Health
Development Index (HDI) pharma companies need to adjust their strategies. In this race, companies who can survive are those who
have global presence like Serum Institute and Biocon who can mobilise resources for global acquisition and collaborate to significantly
improve the prospect of creating affordable innovation.
Investment in radical innovation is very high and is not affordable for all pharma companies. The way out is therefore, collaborative
innovations. Biocon has forged many such strategic alliances such as with Amylin etc. for joint research program. We are now living in
a time in which innovation has become as frequent and unavoidable as never before. Innovative societies and economies, however, do
not require narrow specialisations of professions. The imperative is to apply system thinking with specialisations and both are required
to be combined.
The Deloitte report 2016 on global manufacturing competitiveness is just out and according to that report key drivers of
competitiveness will be talent, cost, productivity and network and availability of key input materials in that order. Talent has come out
uniformly at the top in the list. In the same report it says that by 2020, USA will move to number one position in terms of global
manufacturing competitiveness and China will shift to number two position and Germany number three. India’s position is currently at
eleven but likely to move up to position five. USA and Germany score significantly higher on talent and in years to come much of the
low cost production advantages of China and India are likely to disappear. Investors are now realising that much of advantages of low
cost production in China and India get neutralised by the other factors influencing competitiveness. We have skill mission which will
create a pool of skilled manpower but not talented manpower who are game changers.
That Indians are talented, hardworking and enterprising are generally recognised but yet we don’t emerge winner in global reckoning.
One reason is that we are never first mover but a follower. Business leaders are not able to visualise the future products, future
capabilities that are required to remain ahead of competition in the market place which will require breakthrough innovation and then
put disproportionate amount of money and resources to achieve that goal. Businesses themselves have to redefine and upgrade their
consumers and work relentlessly to deliver that well before the competitors catch up with them. But where are they? Our home grown
organisations are not able to realise their natural potential by exploiting their own knowledge base which they have historically
acquired. The rate of innovation has to be higher than the rate at which industry and business environment is changing but to embrace
innovation culture would also mean that organisations have to learn to face failures. However, each failure should provide a great
learning opportunities for the businesses which helps to create success stories.In other words, innovation and learning must be closely
intertwined. Innovation is looking through the front windshield; learning is looking through the rear-view mirror. Both are needed in
order to reach the intended destination.
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Technology, not only the key enabler, but in the current context it is all pervasive and covers all functions in business and
innovations have taken place in all activities and functions of business. Businesses are no longer managed in silos with various
degree of functional efficiencies and effectiveness. The enterprise wide performance is what really matters. Taking holistic and
integrated view of the business is what required. The innovation should therefore, give quantum jump to the corporations and help
improve integrated performance. It is necessary to know if the current practices are sustainable in the longer run and the
existing business model can be replicated. Recently I visited an International pharmaceuticals company KRKA (pronounced as
Karka) factory in Europe. The factory is completely automatic and computerised controlled, most of the functions are either
automatic or run by a few robots starting from batch weighing, mixing, tableting, packaging, warehousing and despatch. There is no
manpower involved in certain functions. The entire warehouse function for finished goods, raw materials and packaging materials is
being managed through a pre-programmed computer controlled trolley and fork lifts moving on rails. It is worth seeing how goods
are automatically picked from the designated storage areas and being loaded in transport vehicles for despatch against a particular
order of a client or sales invoice which is entered in the system and rest is automatic. Another auto seat manufacturer TVP, producer
of automobile seats for all brands of cars and supplies world-wide completely managed by robots. In a small place like Odense (third
largest city in Denmark) which I visited recently have 80 companies involved in robotics and Odense is known as robot city.
Businesses would be particularly interested to ensure – that current cost structure and profit margins are sustainable in relation to
socio political and dynamic business environment.
The fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) characterized by the increasing digitization and interconnection of products, value
chain, and business models has already arrived. These are going to be drastically different in next couple of years. Industry 4.0 is
going to give shape to the emergence of a new society 4.0 where future business has to be performed by the current players. “The
impact on our lives is and will be entire, includes all parts of our existence, affects all human beings. It was same with the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd revolution”. There are amazing opportunities and chances, mankind never had. Yes, there are threats, there are anxieties,
there are uncertainties and we all have to take care of. We should find new ways, how civil society, enterprises. governments,
religions and other parties will work together, will collaborate, share their capacities, skills and – very important – their working
time, chances to work to build own existences, to be free. (Source: Peter Meyer, Fourth Industrial Revolution and Society 4.0, MIT
Group, Blog:)
What will management consultants do in that environment? Definitely cannot remain relevant doing what they have been doing for
last decades or so. New Realities are dawning on the society and for which we need new breed of consultants, and not pep talkers
who are good to create a storm on a cup of tea. We need knowledge consultants to ensure the existing knowledge that is residing
within the business in individual’s mind are also fully captured and new knowledge is created. Also helping them in terms of
knowledge mapping, critical resource management and knowledge based performance management. The opportunity for knowledge
consultancies is to help clients identify “choke points” which would include: 1) not knowing what you know; 2) not effectively
managing critical resources, in particular, your intellectual capital (knowledge assets); 3) not linking the capture, sharing and
application of critical knowledge to organizational performance. Some of those can even come through collaboration and
co-creation. Consultants can thus play a great role to help businesses to think radically different and guide them to trace that path of
creation of breakthrough innovation? We need ‘market makers’ mind set and not ‘market followers’.
 Prof. Rajat K. Baisya is a Fellow of the Institute of Engineers, Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers, a Fellow of

Institute of Management Consultants of India and World Confederation of Productivity Sciences.
He is the Founder President of Project & Technology Management Foundation and Chairman of IMCI Delhi Chapter and is on
the board of many public and private companies and Distinguished Visiting Professor of many institutions, universities in India
and abroad. He is the Chairman of a leading consulting company – Strategic Consulting Group Pvt. Ltd. focusing on strategic
management consulting services for significant performance which has now signed collaboration agreement with US based
knowledge management consultancy company - Applied Knowledge Sciences Inc. USA, to provide consulting support to
companies in India as well as abroad.
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Spiritual Nutrition for Managerial Excellence

T. Ramaswamy CMC
In this article focus is on self-management to promote human excellence, which is one of the most important objectives of
management. Self-management implies making the best use of the inner assets of man viz, the body, mind and intellect. Mind control
is a task in the realm of spirituality. If this is achieved at the earliest stage in life education becomes easier and, meaningful. The focus
on training the body, mind and intellect for maintaining physical health, fitness, discipline, stress free existence and clear thinking for
right decisions is desired by all managers. But in reality this area of human development is neglected or not given due attention.
In all areas of managerial activity for lasting progress the sheet anchor has to be righteousness. Wealth creation and acquisition has to
be based on this fundamental principle. This will help to put a cap on greed and corrupt tendencies in organizations. It is relevant and
useful to include among organizational objectives the following important one - to create wealth subject to the process firmly rooted
in righteousness. The same approach is applicable to satisfying consumer desires. The availability of harmful goods and services
needs containment. They have to be withdrawn from availability.
Management consultancy is a noble profession. It can act as a catalyst to effect significant changes in standards of living and
economic progress with sustainability. It should give emphasis on creating wealth in sectors where the poor people will largely
benefit so that poverty will be eliminated over a period of time. Righteousness will ensure fairness and transparency in dealings.
Training programs have to consider this as the thrust area. The activities of the organization and society should be value driven and
not greed driven. If this fundamental aspect is ignored the economic system will slide and operate to the common detriment.
This may appear to be a utopian philosophy of management. But we have to aim high and lift the ideal up and not pull it down in the
garb of practicality. If we do so then it amounts to elevating the status of a thief to that of an effective, efficient and most successful
manager. This is because he does not use any resources of his own to attain his objectives of stealing. Even the tools he uses are
stolen.
The access to concepts and methods for human excellence implied and advocated in the works of ancient wisdom confers several
benefits on managers. The Bhagavad-Gita gives us all essential knowledge for human excellence. It ensures sustainability in several
areas like environment, resources exploitation, technology etc. At the individual level whether it is an employee or CEO it can
definitely help to achieve results. These could be in terms of conservation of energy, resources, achieving and maintaining industrial
peace, balanced infrastructure and overall growth of the economy. Such growth will ensure equity, fairness prosperity and life
balance.
Any individual who is trained to wear and use the armor of spirituality will be an asset to society. He will not steal. He will not siphon
of billions of rupees for personal needs at the cost of society. Nor will he create law and order problems. He will enjoy life and make
others happy. He will let others live happily. This is true whether he is a CEO or employee or a citizen.
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It is hoped the future generations of managers will seriously dive deep into the springs of ancient wisdom and amass real and lasting
treasure. It is our prayer that they draw as much as possible, modify and perfect them for discharging day to day activities. It is our
fervent hope that CEOs and managers will graft them into the management profession enriches and nourishes it so that organizations
and societies benefit substantially. Then we can definitely say that we have made a giant leap forward in spiritually nourishing
management.
“Have delight in the work you do and be indifferent to censure and praise, success and failure.” Eknath Ranade
T. Ramaswamy (b.1934) holds MBA from the IIM Ahmadabad. He is a Certified Management Consultant.
His publications include “Leadership, Poverty and Social Security” and “Managerial Approach to Happiness” apart from over 45
books on various topics relating to economics, management, humor, life style, health and spirituality. All his books are available on
amazon.com in e-book and paperback editions. He was a speaker at two sessions at the First World Parliament on Spirituality 2012.

Konosuke Matsushita, Tokyo 1979 told the western firms “Your firms are
built on the Taylor model; even worse, so are your heads. With your
bosses doing the thinking while the workers wield the screwdrivers,
you’re convinced deep down that this is the right way to run a business.”

Mintzberg (2009) says that “----managing can be seen to take place
within a triangle when art, craft, and the use of science meet. Art brings
in the ideas and the integration, craft makes the connections, building on
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Setting up IT Systems for a Technology Startup – Some Experiences
& Learnings

Rajendran Avadaiappan
Introduction
It is not very often we get a chance to setup all systems, from almost scratch, for a new technology company, especially with a
sizeable funding. The company is a pioneer in next-generation hyperscale data centers, using a new approach to build modular,
energy & capital efficient data centers. Key differentiators were a) energy efficiency using radically innovative cooling solution
(with overhead cooling systems& no raised floors) ensuinga PUE of 1.15 and b) data driven management of its operations
(fine-grained data collected from various control systems in the data center) providing extremely transparent visibility of utilization
of the data center to its customers, to help them achieve continual optimization of the utility and save costs.
While at the outset it was positioned as a technologically differentiating company, once established the needs of being financially
efficient, both from a Capex and Opex perspective, necessitated changes to the strategy and solution. It was a two-year journey to
set all the systems to reach the first landing with all the process definitions and systems implementation in an iterative fashion. Once
the stable state was achieved, the second phase of optimizing and removing unwanted processes (and related systems) was initiated
and is in progress.
It has been a great learning from an IT Strategy perspective and a great management experience, leading to somewhat
counter-intuitive conclusions than when we started. The attempt here is a) to set the context, b) define the background, objectives &
implementation approach chosen, c) to share the challenges and changes we needed in strategy and implementation at the end of
2-years and d) our learnings. The key lesson is that if some of the factors were considered originally, they would have changed our
direction / choices very early in the journey. I went through this journey as the CIO and happy to share the learnings.
Initial Status, Objectives and Assumptions
By 2015 August, we had: a) Quickbooks for Accounting, b) Microsoft Office 365 for mail and productivity, c) AVID express for
vendor payments and d) Salesforce. Some additional applications were already procured but not implemented a) PMWeb for
Construction and Maintenance Management (CMMS) and Ubersmith for Billing.
On infrastructure we had Lenovo and Mac laptops and individual cable internet connections in each of the 5 office locations, with
minimal network and security.
Need was to IT enable all processes, and to setup IT infrastructure on an enterprise scale, to help growth of the company. We
created a roadmap to enable the company with necessary systems. Six tracks were established for IT evolution/enablement – in an
18-month plan:
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Infrastructure

Making network, systems and software reliably available and supported

Collaboration

Increasing productivity, re-use of work and reducing wasteful efforts

HR

Creating best practices of employee life-cycle management with self-service
capabilities - like Claims, Leaves, etc.
Core Accounting system, with linkage to all parts of the business.

Finance
Marketing & Sales
Operations

Creating a unified brand and information experience for customers, employees,
partners/vendors and investors.
Sales Engineering, to Delivery and Revenue Collection

To define roadmap and select solutions, we had the following business & technical approaches:
Business
Prerogatives

Technical
Directives

System
Selection
Strategy

Governance
Strategy

Fully defined systems rather than people dependent – to support scale
Automation to help future scale
Ticketing/ITIL driven processes to reliable services
Transparency & single pane of glass – Client Portal & Operations Portal
Standardization on User Equipment, Networks, Storage and Security
Self-Service and Single-Sign-On and User Comfort
Hosted Cloud/SAAS solutions as a Choice
Best of Breed point solutions rather than Single Monolithic solutions
API based integration across systems, rather than UI (UI can be improved later)
Making use of Already Chosen Systems, to make those investments useful – [including PMWeb and
Ubersmith]
Choosing new systems – only cloud-based systems, that easily integrate with other existing systems –
[ServiceNow, Pardot]
Security, User, Data and process integration (using APIs) were key considerations
Planning with the C-Suite Leaders and Board – Quarterly Schedule
IT Steering Committee – Prioritization and Review of Tasks/Projects – Weekly
COO, CFO and CIO were in this committee to ensure implementation/adoption
IT Budgeting – Yearly / Half-yearly / Quarterly – Review and Planning

With the above framework, and a team of 4 IT staff, we used offshore teams to support the development, testing and deployment of
most of the systems. The real challenge was defining the requirements, processes and getting users to engage in the midst of their
busy schedules (with the building of two large data centers – 300,000 sq.ft, and 550,000 sq.ft).
Changes in the Business Environment
During the 18 to 24 months of executing the IT strategy/plan, the business went through a shift from long-term investment mode, to
short-term immediate cost optimization. The change was a natural business progress change, when the two data centers got completed
and customers started coming on board. What became more important was business / operational profitability:
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Such a shift brings with it, a need to make changes to the course. In addition, we had other two key factors as well:
a) Customer Acquisition: While we were ahead of the industry in speed of acquisition of customers, we were still behind our own
aggressive plans for adding customers. That intensified priority for our cost efficiency initiatives.
b) Standards of Compliance: We embarked on various data center certifications that were required, ISO 27001, of other SOC 1 &
2, Uptime Tier 3, and a few others.
Experiences and Learning
Having reached the other side of the journey through the aggressive 24-month progress of implementation, we have put together our
learnings and what we would have done differently:







Finance systems should have been the first-priority
Integrated ERP – even the light versions – instead of distributed point solutions
Priority should have been to reduce cost of operations and complexity of operations
Operations should have been incrementally implemented
User Interfaces should have been given more priority
API for integration should have been second to out-of-box User Interface capabilities

Key Learning on Process Definitions and IT Enablement
The first two years helped define the business processes and identify what is important – this leads to the second iteration that is a
continuous improvement step.
However, when we did the process definitions first time around, all the experiences of experts who have run data centers for over 2 or
3 decades were collected, along with aspirational long-term efficiencies at scale – and we defined process steps, which turned out to
be heavy. This was a Utopian approach to solve and avoid all future problems. We should have focused on creating minimal
processes, with a blue-print to expand the processes for future needs. This was a major realization / learning.
While re-evaluating and standardizing our processes for compliance/certification needs, we focused on making them lean. The focus
was to reduce the manpower required to implement and maintain those processes – this was to ensure cost/operational efficiencies in
the business ramp-up period.
Some of the IT enablement which we had created with future growth in mind was scaled back to make it manpower and cost efficient.
Some of the systems were decommissioned to reduce the process overheads and make operations lean and efficient, as it was much
more important than being prepared for future needs. This has allowed the business to become more financially attractive.
End Note
Most of the system design and implementation approaches we use tend to incorporate all the learnings from our career and earlier
businesses. Such a tendency to cover all bases leads to a potentially more-than-required-heavy process and systems overheads. They
do get counter-productive by making the overall cost of operations more with IT costs also building up in the process during initial
stages.
It may sound counter-intuitive, but the need is not to define a blue-print of the final system needed at the time of fully-grown business
stature, but to produce phased plans for both Processes and Systems. The need is to desist from the tendency to solve all the problems
of the future in the initial stage itself – this tends to increase the cost of systems and use more people to run the processes than is
required for an operation in its initial stages.
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About the Author: Rajendran Avadaiappan
Currently: Chief Information Officer and Head Energy Metrics, New York
Experience: 30 years of Experience in IT and Consulting
Core Areas of Expertise: IoT & Analytics for Data Center & Distributed Real Estate for Energy, Operations & Fiscal Efficiency. IT
Strategy. Process Transformation & Automation for business efficiency. Distributed Global Delivery. High Performance Team
Building. IT Cost Optimization.
Professional Memberships/Accreditations: Certified Management Consultant (CMC) - IMCI/ICMCI - since 2003, iMasons - Master /
End-User
Skills:
Business Development: Customer Relationships, Trusted Advisor
Business partnerships: OEMs & Partners Relationship Management
Multiple verticals: Experience in Insurance, Retail, Manufacturing, Services, Telecom
Data Centers: Adaptive Network, Orchestration, Data Center Management
Enterprise Analytics: design, implement and operationalize
Consolidation of Systems: Standardize / Rationalize to maximize ROI on IT
Startup and Expansion: Establishing and Growing sustainable Business Divisions
New Product: Design to Development Lifecycle Management
Solutions Architect for Business Intelligence, Data marts / Data warehousing solution development, Google Enterprise Search,
Google Apps/App Engine for Large Enterprises
Past:
Created 350-member team for Hibu across US, UK, Spain, Latam, India & Philippines
Created strong BI & Google Solution Delivery in TEAM
Handled Large Deals – BI, WorkFlow, ERP, Infrastructure software & Networking
Since 1988 - handled over 400 IT projects – Architecting, Delivery to Support
Established Logicsoft International - custom software & E-Governance
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A tribute to Dr. Sarwate
Dr. Dilip Sarwate was a very well-known name in the field of management consultancy. He was a practicing consultant for more
than thirty years. He had carried out over 800 consultancy assignments in India and abroad. He had conducted Management
Development Programs for some of the big corporate houses in India like IOC, Tata Motors, HDFC, Coal India, SHCIL, Philips and
many others. He had been National President of the Institute of Management Consultants of India and was a pillar of strength for
IMCI. IMCI had acknowledged his contribution from time to time. What IMCI members may not is that he wore two other hats
equally successfully. Dr. Sarwate was a great and most sought after teacher, PhD guide and also an accomplished author.
Dr. Sarwate taught MBA program in Institutes affiliated to University Of Pune and few other universities too. Strategic
Management, International Business, Entrepreneurship Development and all sub-functions of Marketing were his forte. His
lectures used to be full of examples, cases and case lets, mostly drawn from his consultancy assignments. He had an uncanny ability
to simplify the most difficult topics. In the classrooms he used to be very enthusiastic and energetic. Many of his students entered
teaching field and he was a role model to them. He was always there for his students, always with them in their good times and
supporting and encouraging them during their difficult times. He used to go out of the way to help his students. His love for his
students was unparalleled.
He was a PhD guide through and through. He used to take keen interest in research work of his students. I had the privilege of
becoming his first research student. In the early eighties Marketing Audit was not a very widely discussed subject. He very much
appreciated and supported my selection of topic. He was very happy with the research work. I learnt so many things from him during
the four years of research completed under his guidance. Many times he used to tell me that we should come out with a book which
can be a manual for conducting Marketing Audit. He wanted to put his consultancy experiences in the book. In fact, he had prepared
an outline of the book too! Not being able to write the book with him is my greatest regret in life. Dr. Sarwate’s commitment to his
students was such that he completed his last PhD student’s viva voce just one month before he passed away. Many of his students
especially research students were like his family members.
Dr. Sarwate has written extensively on many subjects through books and articles in magazines and newspapers. His books on
marketing and entrepreneurship are not only useful to the students but also referred to, by the faculty. He did pioneering work in the
field of Political Marketing. For the first time in his life he coauthored a book and I was the fortunate one. He not only inspired me to
author Management Perspective On Intellectual Property Rights but became coauthor too. He did not let me put his name first as he
thought I had contributed more. His last books Management Perspectives, B2B and Management innovation have become very
popular. However his most ambitious project was Corruption Indian Style and How to Curb it! He had done extensive research for
over fiver years and the book had become his mission for life. The books throws light on the anatomy of corruption in India. The
book discusses corruption in various fields from political to religious and also gives suggestions to curb it. On the launch of the book
on his birthday Dr. Sarwate said that he does not know how many more birthdays he would celebrate! May be he had a premonition!
His sudden demise has created a vacuum in the field of management consultancy and in the life of his students and well-wishers.

- Ms. Bharati Dole – Hon. Treasurer, IMCI Pune Chapter
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Members Making News

About Navin K. Choudhary
Navin K. Choudhary is a first class Mining engineer from IIT (ISM) Dhanbad and a Management Graduate in “Global Strategy
Management”. After working for 10 years in Tata and Lafarge, he gave up his prestigious job to become a Transformational
Trainer and a first generation entrepreneur.
An ardent speaker and a Philanthropist, Mr. Navin’s mission is imparting Transformative education. His
vision is Transformative Learning and nurturing Transformational Enterprise. As a managing Trustee of NGO “Sai
Empowerment Foundation”, he along with his team keeps empowering and supporting the needy.
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IMCI Mumbai Chapter
Playing Politics: Management Analysis
The Institute of Management Consultants of India (IMCI), Mumbai Chapter organised a talk of Mr. Sharu Rangnekar,
Management Educator, Rangnekar Associates on Friday, 13th October 2017at the Indian Merchants Chamber, Churchgate,
Mumbai - 400 020. The topic was “Playing Politics: Management Analysis”. The talk was moderated by Mr. V. V. Deodhar,
Chairman - IMCI Mumbai Chapter.
Mr. Rajendra Mhalsekar, President, Corporate Business & Digital Technology Solutions Group, YES BANK was the Chief
Guest for the day. The audience consisted of members of IMCI MUMBAI CHAPTER, faculty and students of B ‘Schools.
The

audience

across

all

ages

thoroughly

enjoyed

the

evening.

The

lecture

was

well

appreciated

and

enthusiastically participated by the IMCI members. IMCI MUMBAI expressed its gratitude and appreciation by honouring the
speaker and the chief Guest with mementoes.
Synopsis of the talk
There is a great deal of discussion in media about playing politics – particularly by political parties. Political parties playing politics
is as essential as cricket team playing cricket. However, playing politics is criticised because of lack of understanding of process.
In this presentation, the basic concept of politics is explained. It is essentially acquiring power through influencing people.
The acquiring power in a democratic society is through getting a majority of votes and this is achieved by influencing people. The
essentials in this key effortare explained in this presentation.
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IMCI Mumbai Chapter
Recent Trends in Information Governance & Legal Hold
The Mumbai Chapter of The Institute of Management Consultants of India (IMCI) conducted an evening talk on “Recent Trends
in Information Governance & Legal Hold”, on Wednesday, 20th December, 2017.
Speaker for the day: - Mr. Krishnan Ramachandran, Manager, Deloitte Transactions and Business Analytics LLP - Deloitte
Advisory, New York. USA.
The talk was moderated by Mr. V. V. Deodhar, Chairman IMCI Mumbai Chapter. The audience consisted of members of IMCI
Mumbai Chapter, faculty and B ‘School students.
Dr. Mita Dixit, Deputy Chairman IMCI Mumbai Chapter presented the speaker with a Memento from IMCI Mumbai Chapter
and Mr. Nitin Chikhale, Member IMCI Mumbai Chapter proposed the vote of thanks.
Synopsis of the talk
The explosion of electronic data has created a “digital landfill” of unmanaged and ungoverned information where it’s critical for
organizations to intensify their efforts to address and comply with global and local regulatory and legal requirements.
Information Governance is a methodology by which organizations can manage their physical and electronic records,
documents and data to improve efficiencies, reduce risk and drive compliance with regulatory requirements.
Legal hold is an important step in Information Governance, which involves companies preserving all forms of relevant
electronic or paper records when a litigation or investigation is reasonably anticipated.
This session explained the fundamentals of Information Governance and Legal Hold and identify some of the potential
challenges and go-forward strategies associated with managing data and information in today’s “digital” environment.
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IMCI Panel Discussion at Consultancy@SIMSR
Date: 13/12/2017
Venue: KJ SIMSR
Consultancy@SIMSR, The Official Consulting Committee of K J Somaiya Institute of Management Studies and Research hosted The
Institute of Management Consultants of India for a Panel Discussion on “Management challenges in adapting to a transforming
economy”. The panellists for this discussion were Mr. Anuj Bhargava, President of IMCI, Founder and CEO of A. B. Associates and
Mr. Ashvin Parekh, Founder of Ashvin Parekh Advisory Services LLP. The discussion was moderated by Prof. Anusha Ramanathan
who is visiting faculty at SIMSR & consultant with Tata Institute of Social Sciences for connected learning initiative.
Points discussed in the opening statement by Mr. Anuj Bhargava were on e-commerce apparently decreasing jobs and is actually a
GDP disruptor. He also talked on Bitcoin and Crypto currency, how it is changing the payment scenario. He discussed on technology
changes, companies dying up, consulting sector’s work from home culture and sectoral change.
Question put up by Prof. Anusha was how people management is seen in this kind of changing scenario in market. On this question,
Mr. Ashvin stated that the company he owns has most of the people working from home but this does not hamper the work from
subordinates. Mr. Anuj also discussed about digitalization of whole process at TCS. Mr. Ashvin talked about technology acting as the
disruptor in the market. He talked about Debit Card disrupting the credit card market, further stating credit card numbers just tally to
12% of total number of debit cards existing today.
Further discussion revolved around how Indians coming ahead in technology race with the knowledge and expertise. Indian banking
system has evolved at a faster rate and has many services, which is being offered to customer, which is not available in other country.
Topic of Social media conversation listening was also discussed by Mr. Ashvin. Mr. Anuj discussed about nationalism at China and
Japan who see all the products produced locally, consumed locally. He also discussed problem faced by India in terms of population
diversity and time it takes to adjust to changes.
Conclusion on the discussion was done with talk on ethics, 3D printers, and advances in medical practices as of today. Session ended
with Q&A session with the audience.
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IMCI Pune Chapter
IMCI Pune chapter started the year with a special session in association with WE hosted a networking programme jointly with
Indo-Japan Business Council (IJBC) on 11th March 2017. Mr. TomioIsogai Former MD of Sharp India, made a presentation on
“Culture of Business in Japan" and brought out very well that Indian & Japanese Business can jointly work to promote
manufacture and trade jointly. IMCI Pune Chapter Chairman Mr. Shrikant Pangarkar represented IMCI at the stage dais.
IMCI Pune Chapter Secretary Mr. Chandan Maheswari made a presentation on IMCI activities and explained how members of
IMCI can assist the existing & new business through consultancy assignments. This programme association was made possible by
our member Mr. Shekhar Agharkar. The chapter thanks him for the same.

5th August’17 –Power talk during the chapter knowledge event
The chapter conducted a session by its esteemed member at Deccan Gymkhana Club on the following:

 Talk 1 - "Consulting opportunities in Business Valuation" - a complete life case experience by Mr. Avinash Joshi
 Talk 2 : "My Story" by Mr. Ashok Ghia

Mr. Suresh Gankar lost his wife on 21st October’17 after fighting prolonged illness.
Mr. Suresh Gankar has managed his duties, both domestic and IMCI’s responsibilities,
over the period with tremendous grace. On behalf of IMCI, we offer him our heartfelt
condolence and stand with him firmly.
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IMCI Delhi Chapter
IMCI Delhi chapter organized an expert guest lecture on topic "Mind Maps for effective Organizations" on 4th November
2017, Saturday @11 am @ ABS, Noida Campus.
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BOOKS AVAILABLE
@ IMCI
The Institute of Management
Consultants of India
No. 305, Third Floor,
Navjivan Commercial Premises Co‐Op Society
Ltd., Lamington Road, Mumbai – 400 008
Tel / Fax.+91 22 23005375
Tel No. 91 22 23005376
Email : imci2007@gmail.com;
imci2020@gmail.com
Website : www.imcindia.co.in

On-line Diploma in
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
THE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS OF INDIA
is conducting an eDMC online course.
Any graduate from a recognised University who is interested in learning the
processes of the profession of Management Consultancy are eligible to register for
this course. There is no specific requirement of age, experience, gender or profession.
As the medium of instruction will be in English, reasonable proficiency in the subject
will be essential.
For more information and registration please email us on
imci2007@gmail.com; imci2020@gmail.com OR call us on
Tel: 022-23005375/76

